Abstract
In the model describing formation of clusters around Plasmodium liver stages by T cells of a single 126 specificity we denote P k (t) as the probability to observe k T cells around the parasite at time t 127 with k = 0, 1, 2, . . . k max . Increase in cluster size occurs at the "birth" (or entry) rate λ k (k = 128 0, 1, 2, . . . , k max ) and decline in cluster size occurs due to "death" (or exit) rate µ k (k = 1, 2, . . . , k max ).
129
The mathematical model describing the change in the probability P k (t) with time is given by the 130 system of differential equations: 131 dP 0 (t) dt = −λ 0 P 0 (t) + µ 1 P 1 (t),
dP k (t) dt = −(λ k + µ k )P k (t) + µ k+1 P k+1 (t) + λ k−1 P k−1 (t), k ≥ 1.
By assuming different specific forms for the T cell entry (λ k ) and exit (µ k ) rates (e.g., see Figure   132 1 and below) the model can be solved numerically and fitted to the data using maximum likelihood 133 method (see below). For some analyses we made a simplifying assumption that the distribution of 134 cluster sizes reaches a steady state, and the steady state values for the probability to observe k CD8
135
T cells near a given liver stage P * k is given by
where P * 0 is found by normalizing the total probability to one. By assuming steady state solutions 137 it is in general impossible to estimate individual values for the rates of T cell entry into the cluster 138 and exit from the cluster but we can estimate the ratio of the entry and exit rates, which we define 139 as the relative entry rate θ k = λ k /µ k .
140
Mechanisms explaining the clustering of T cells around Plasmodium parasites in the liver can 141 be broadly divided into two categories: T cell-intrinsic and T cell-extrinsic. In the T cell-intrinsic 142 mechanism, the formation of clusters is driven exclusively by T cells and thus this mechanism ig-143 nores any potential differences in the variability in local liver environment. In the T cell-extrinsic 144 mechanism, formation of clusters is driven exclusively due to variability in the liver environment near 145 individual parasites, for example, due to a higher blood flow to some liver stages or a higher degree of inflammation that individual parasites may induce [35, 36] . It is possible that ultimately both 147 mechanisms may contribute to the cluster formation. 
Sub-models assuming T cell-intrinsic clustering mechanisms

149
We consider several alternative models of how T cells may mediate formation of clusters around Plas-150 modium liver stages in mice ( Figure 1A -C). Some of these models have been presented in our previ-151 ous publication [29] and here are presented again for completeness. Our simplest random entry/exit 152 (Poisson model) assumes that entry into the cluster and exit from the cluster occur randomly, i.e.,
153
λ k = λ 0 and µ k = kµ where λ 0 and µ are constants ( Figure 1A ). Solving eqn. (3), the probability to 154 observe k T cells around a parasite according to this random entry/exit model is then given by the
155
Poisson distribution:
where θ 0 = λ 0 /µ.
157
We have shown previously that the Poisson model is often unable to describe distribution of 158 cluster sizes of Plasmodium-specific CD8 T cells in the liver [29] . One potential mechanism proposed 159 to describe formation of large clusters is a "retention" model in which T cells which recognize the 160 infection, are retained near the parasite. One version of such a model is a density-independent
161
(DI) exit model ( Figure 1B ) in which the rate of T cell exit from a cluster declines with the 162 number of T cells in the cluster, i.e., µ k = kµ/k = µ for k > 0 and λ k = λ 0 for all k. Solving eqn.
163
(3), the probability to observe k T cells around a parasite according to the DI exit model is given by 164 a geometric distribution:
where θ 0 = λ 0 /µ. There are other ways in which the total rate of T cell exit from the cluster µ k 166 could decline with cluster size k and in our additional analyses we tested two of such alternative 167 models: a powerlaw model in which µ k = k α µ (defined for k > 0 with α and µ being constant) and 168 an exponential model in which µ k = kµe −αk (defined for k > 0 with α and µ being constant). When 169 fitting these retention models to experimental data we did not derive the steady state solutions but 170 instead used numerical solutions of the basic mathematical model (eqns. (1)- (2)).
171
An alternative mechanism for the formation of large clusters of CD8 T cells around the infection
172
is an "attraction" model in which the rate of T cell entry into the cluster depends on cluster size.
173
In this density-dependent (DD) recruitment model ( Figure 1C ) the entry rate into the cluster 174 is given by λ k = λ 0 + λ 1 k while the total exit rate is density-dependent µ k = kµ. Solving eqn. Figure 1: Schematics of alternative mathematical models of T cell cluster formation around Plasmodium yoelii (Py)-infected hepatocytes in mice. Py-specific T cells are labeled by red (discs), T cells of irrelevant specificity are colored by blue (dashed discs), and parasites are labeled by green (ovals). In the models the rate of T cell entry into a cluster is denoted as λ k and rate of exit from the cluster is denoted as µ k . Mathematical models include a random entry/exit (Poisson) model (A, eqn. (4), λ k = λ 0 and µ k = kµ), a density-independent (DI) exit model (B, eqn. (5), λ k = λ 0 and µ k = µ), a density-dependent (DD) recruitment model (C, eqn. (6), λ k = λ 0 + kλ 1 and µ k = kµ), a "two populations" model in which infected hepatocytes have either of two different "attractiveness" levels determined by λ 01 and λ 02 (D, eqn. (10) , µ k = kµ), a "gamma" model, in which the entry rate into clusters is distributed according to a gamma distribution with α and β being the rate and shape parameters (E, eqn. (11), µ k = kµ), and finally a "co-clustering" model, in which clusters are formed by Plasmodium-specific T cells or T cells or irrelevant specificity (nonspecific T cells) (F, eqns. (12)-(15), λ k = λ 0 + iλ s 1 + jλ ns 1 and µ k = kµ). For some of our analyses we characterized the model behavior using the ratio of entry to exit rates denoted as a relative entry rate θ k = λ k /µ k .
where θ 0 = λ 0 /µ and θ 1 = λ 1 /µ and P * 0 is found by normalizing eqn. (6) assuming the maximal 178 cluster size to be k max . In general, ∞ k=0 P * k → ∞ and therefore, the sum must be taken for a finite 179 number of terms due to this reason [29] .
180
To understand dynamics of cluster formation in the Poisson and DD recruitment models it is also 181 useful and possible to derive the model describing the change in the average number of T cells around 182 the parasite (average cluster size), k = ∞ k=0 kP k (t) using standard methods of physical chemistry
183
[42]
which is a standard birth-death process with immigration which for k (0) = 0 has the solution
In cases when λ 1 > µ the average cluster size grows indefinitely with time. When λ 1 < µ, which 186 is often found in our analyses (see Main text), average cluster size at the steady state is given by
where θ 0 and θ 1 are defined after eqn. (6). 
Sub-models assuming T cell-extrinsic clustering mechanisms (environment)
An alternative mechanism for the formation of T cell clusters around Plasmodium-infected hepato-
190
cytes is proposed in this paper, namely, that the formation of clusters is driven by the ability of other parasites, thus, potentially increasing the chance of finding such "inflamed" sites by T cells.
194
Indeed, sporozoites are able to induce inflammation in the liver [36] .
195
We consider two versions of the "environment" model in which T cell recruitment to sites is 196 determined by the variability in parasite's "attractiveness". In one such version, a two population 197 model, we assume that there are parasites of two types found at frequencies f and 1 − f , and these
198
parasites differ in the rate at which T cells find them ( Figure 1D ). The formation of clusters around 199 parasites of a given parasite type is given by random entry/exit model with rates λ 01 and λ 02 while
200
the rate of exit of T cells from the cluster is µ k = kµ. Then assuming a steady state the probability 201 to observe clusters of size k is given by
where θ 01 = λ 01 /µ and θ 02 = λ 02 /µ. Alternatively, the rate at which T cells find parasites could be given by a continuous function, and we tested a model in which entry rate into the cluster is given by 204 a gamma distribution g(λ 0 ; α, β) =
, i.e., the probability for T cells to have an entry rate 205 in the interval (λ 0 , λ 0 + dλ 0 ) is g(λ 0 ; α, β)dλ 0 . The probability to observe a cluster of size k given 206 that clustering around a parasite "attracting" T cells at a rate λ follows a Poisson model is given by
where α and β are the shape and rate parameters of the Gamma distribution, respectively, and In some of our experiments we tracked clustering of T cells of two specificities: one type of T cells was 212 specific to Plasmodium sporozoites (PyTCR) and another type of T cells was specific to irrelevant 213 antigen (OT1). To quantify the kinetics of clustering of Plasmodium-specific (PyTCR) and non-214 specific T cells (OT1) around Plasmodium-infected hepatocytes, we extended our basic model (eqns.
215
(1)-(2)) to include two types of cells, t 1 and t 2 , in the cluster to formulate a co-clustering model
216
( Figure 1F ). We define P ij (t) as the probability to observe i cells of type 1 and j cells of type 2 in a 217 given cluster. Then the rate at which new T cells of type x, where x = t 1 , t 2 enter the cluster with 
The dynamics of the probability P ij (t) can be simulated by assuming different functional forms for 222 the entry and exit rates (Table 1) . For example, when the entry rate into the cluster is independent 223 of the cluster size or cell type, λ 
Basic entry rates are type-specific and only specific T cells recruit
Both T cell types recruit but with different rates
Both T cell types recruit but only their own type Table 1 : Defining alternative models for co-clustering of Plasmodium-specific (s) and non-specific (ns) T cells around Plasmodium liver stages. For the general mathematical model describing co-clustering of two cell types (eqns. (12)- (15)) we define parameters determining the rate of T cell entry into the cluster (λ s ij and λ ns ij ) and the rate of exit from the cluster (µ s ij and µ ns ij ) where superscripts "s" and "ns" stand for Plasmodium-specific and non-specific T cells, respectively, ij denotes a cluster with i specific and j nonspecific T cells around a given liver stage. For example, λ s ij denotes the entry rate of specific T cells into a cluster with i specific and j non-specific T cells. Parameters λ 0 (the initial entry rate), µ (per capita exit rate ), and λ 1 (increase in entry rate with cluster size) are found by fitting the numerical solution of the mathematical model (given in eqns. (12)-(15)) to the co-clustering data (dataset #3).
Stochastic simulations
230
We simulated cluster formation using the Gillespie algorithm as previously described [43] . In short,
231
for every iteration we first determined randomly the time of the change in cluster size which is 232 determined by the total rate at which clusters could increase or decrease in size (e.g., in the DD 233 recruitment model this rate for a cluster of size k is λ 0 + kλ 1 + kµ). The second step was to then 234 choose at random which of two events (cluster size increase or decrease) occurs; this is determined 235 by the relative value of the entry rate into the cluster (e.g., λ 0 + kλ 1 ) or exit from the cluster (e.g., 236 kµ). 
243
To estimate parameters of mathematical models we used a likelihood approach where the likeli-244 hood represents the product of probabilities to observe clusters of different sizes
where P k is the mathematical model-predicted probability of observing a cluster of size k according to a set of parameter values, x(k) is the number of clusters of size k in the data, and k max is the maximal 247 cluster size in the data. In this procedure, the probability P k (t) can be either given analytically as a and exit rates simultaneously (see Results section).
253
The models were fitted by calculating negative log-likelihood L = − log L and using routine 
where p is the number of model parameters and N is the number of data points (parasites Plasmodium liver stages is T-cell-intrisitic and is mediated exclusively by T cells. These models because most parasites were not found by T cells within 6 hours ( Figure 2A ). Importantly, however, all three models could accurately describe the formation of clusters by
298
PT-treated PyTCR cells ( Figure 2C ) suggesting that the formation of these clusters is most likely due to a random encounter between T cells and the Py-infected hepatocyte. Indeed, the estimated 300 relative entry rate θ 0 was similar for two datasets (see legend of Figure 2) 
318
To investigate whether a T-cell-extrinsic mechanism can be sufficient to explain the formation to these data using a likelihood approach (eqn. (16)). This analysis showed that all mathematical given the data, lower weights for 2 population and gamma models was due to a larger number of 335 fitted parameters (3 in 2 population/gamma models vs. 1 in the Poisson model).
336
Consistent with our previous analysis [29] , the random entry/exit (Poisson) model could not ad-
337
equately describe the distribution of cluster sizes in RAS-immunized mice ( Figure 3C ). Interestingly,
338
both 2 population and gamma models did not provide an improved fit of these clustering data as 339 compared to DD recruitment or DI exit models which fitted the data with similar quality (Figure
Figure 3: Models assuming time-invariant but spatially-variable environment are consistent with the data on clustering of CD8 T cells in mice immunized with radiation-attenuated sporozoites (RAS). Panel A: mice were immunized with 5 × 10 4 Py RAS or left unimmunized. Ten days later, mice were infected with 3 × 10 7 wild-type Py, expressing GFP. One day later CD8 T cells were labeled with 4 µg PE-conjugated anti-CD8 mAbs and clustering of CD8 T cells around Py-infected hepatocytes in the liver was imaged using intravital microscopy [29] . In total 48 (in naive mice, panel B) and 66 (in RAS-immunized mice, panel C) parasites were randomly chosen and the number of T cells in a 40 µm radius were counted. Five different mathematical models were fitted independently to the data on T cell clustering in naive and immunized mice, and the quality of the model fits was evaluated using Akaike weights (w). Clustering in naive mice is most consistent with the Poisson (random entry/exit) model, while in RAS-immunized mice models assuming constant environment ("2 populations" and "gamma" models) fit the data worse than other models, in part due to a larger number of parameters than in the DD recruitment or DI exit models. rately describe the two peaks in the cluster size distribution (at 0 and 7 T cells/parasite). A closer inspection revealed that the DD recruitment, DI exit, 2 population, and gamma models provided Figure 4: Models assuming time-invariant but spatially-variable environment are unable to accurately describe the clustering of T cells of irrelevant specificity in different conditions. Panel A: mice were infected with 3 × 10 5 GFP-expressing Py sporozoites. Twenty hours later 9 × 10 6 Py-specific activated CD8 T cells (PyTCR), 9×10 6 OT1 T cells (specific to chicken ovalbumin), or mixture of 9×10 6 PyTCR and 9×10 6 OT1 T cells were transferred into infected mice and livers of these mice were imaged using intravital microscopy 6 hours later. In total 92 (mice receiving only OT1 cells, panel B) and 52 (in mice receiving a mix of PyTCR and OT1 cells, panel C) parasites were randomly chosen and the number of T cells in a 40 µm radius were counted [29] . The "two population" mathematical model (eqn. (10)) was fitted to these two datasets simultaneously assuming two different entry rates θ 01 and θ 02 and either allowing the fraction of attracting parasites f to vary between the datasets (solid line) or to be fixed between the datasets (dashed line). Fixing the fraction f between the datasets significantly reduced the quality of the model fit of the data as compared to the model in which f could vary (likelihood ratio test, χ 2 1 = 12.4, p < 0.001).
3.4 Several alternative retention models poorly describe data on clus- it is possible that a specific form of the retention model, i.e., that the per capita exit rate is inversely 393 proportional to the cluster size, was an accidentally poor choice. Therefore, we tested two alternative 394 models of how exit rate from a cluster could depend on cluster size with µ k = k α µ or µ k = kµe −αk .
395
We fitted the numerical solution of the basic mathematical model (eqns. (1)- (2) 
No evidence that T cells of irrelevant specificity influence clustering 402
In our previous analysis we showed that the DD recruitment model-based fit of the data on the relative recruitment rate parameters θ 0 and θ 1 (see Table S1 in Cockburn et al. 
419
Using the DD recruitment model we tested several different mechanisms of how specific and non-420 specific T cells may participate in cluster formation (see Table 1 ). Despite the highly correlated 421 numbers of the Py-specific and non-specific T cells around Plasmodium liver stages ( Figure 5A ), 422 different roles of these two CD8 T cell types seem to be inherent in the data ( Table 2 ). In two separate models we tested whether OT1 cells "help" in the formation of clusters which 428 is driven by Py-specific T cells. Perhaps unsurprisingly in both models ("PyTCR and OT1 cells 429 recruit at different rates" and " PyTCR and OT1 cells recruit at different rates towards different cell 430 types") we found no evidence that OT1 cells enhance cluster formation (Table 2 and Figure 5B-C). Table 2 : Comparing alternative models which assume different contributions of Py-specific (PyTCR) and non-specific (OT1) T cells to cluster formation. We fit the basic mathematical model on co-clustering of Plasmodium-specific and non-speciific T cells (eqns. (12)- (15)) to the data on T cell clustering around Py liver stages assuming DD recruitment model and different mechanisms of how T cells contribute to cluster formation (see Table 1 for tested models). Here we list the estimated initial recruitment rate λ 0 and how recruitment rate changes with cluster size λ 1 (i.e., in the DD recruitment model the recruitment rate is λ k = λ 0 + kλ 1 ), the negative log-likelihood L, AIC, and Akaike weights w for the model fit. In these fits the total exit rate of T cells from the cluster of size k was fixed to µ k = 0.5k/h. In the column with estimates for λ 1 we list specifically the predicted change in the cluster "attractiveness" by a given type of T cell (specific or non-specific) and towards a given type of T cells. For instance, an estimate λ 1 = 0.58/h for the model in which only PyTCR cells recruit assumes that PyTCR cells recruit specific and nonspecific T cells at the same rate. In another model notation "PyTCR:OT1" denotes the recruitment rate induced by PyTCR cells for OT1 cells.
431
In contrast, parameter estimates suggested that OT1 cells may inhibit cluster formation because the 432 estimated OT1-driven recruitment rates λ 1 were negative (Table 2) to the site of infection can be shown as the distribution of cluster sizes for each cell type (e.g., Figure   439 5B-C) as well as the probability to observe a cluster with i PyTCR and j OT1 cells ( Figure 5D ).
440
Careful examination of this fit revealed that the model predicts a slight bias towards having more cluster ( Figure 5F ); however, this result is not fully consistent with another analysis (e.g., Figure 5A ), (Table 3) . Importantly, all the fits of models with dramatically different exit rates were of nearly 465 identical quality as based on negative log-likelihood suggesting that data on clustering of T cells at Table 3 : Estimated relative entry rates in the DD recruitment model (θ 0 and θ 1 ) strongly depend on the value of assumed exit rate from the cluster µ. We fixed the value of the rate of exit of T cells from the cluster µ to different values (indicated in the top row) and fitted the DD recruitment model (with λ k = λ 0 + λ 1 k and µ k = kµ, see eqns. (1)- (2)) to experimental data on clustering of PyTCR T cells (n = 130) when transferred alone (cluster formation was observed 6 hours after T cell transfer, see Figure 5A ). The quality of model fits to data as judged by the negative log-likelihood were nearly identical between different fits (L ∼ 194); the fit of the model with µ = 3/h is shown in our previous publication (see Figure S1A and Table S1 in Cockburn et al. [29] ). To compare parameter estimates we show relative entry rates θ 0 = λ 0 /µ and θ 1 = λ 1 /µ. Shown 95% confidence intervals for parameter estimates were obtained by bootstrapping the cluster data for individual parasites 1000 times. Interestingly, the ratio θ 1 /θ 0 was relatively constant for different fits [48, and ms. in preparation].
To gain further insights into the kinetics of T cell cluster formation we analyzed additional data 471 in which the same parasites (n = 32) were followed after T cell transfer over time and cluster sizes at Py-infected hepatocytes between T cell transfer and start of imaging (t start , Figure 6B ). In contrast, 476 in the following ∼ 2 − 8 hours there was a minor change in cluster sizes (t end , Figure 6B ). However, 477 because imaging of CD8 T cell cluster formation started at different time points after T cell transfer there may be biases associated with the simple analysis of the data which takes into account only 479 start and end time points of the clusters (e.g., Figure 6B ). To obtained more accurate insights we 480 further analyzed these data using mathematical models of cluster formation.
481
To take full advantage of these "longitudinal" data in which T cell cluster formation was followed by multiplying likelihoods of the model for individual sub-paths). For example, the probability to 490 observe the path "0 → 8 → 9" at times (0, 4, 6.2) h is simply the product of the probability to observe 491 9 T cells in the cluster at 6.2 hours given that at 4 hours there were 8 T cells in the cluster and the 492 probability to observe 8 T cells in the cluster at 4 hours given that at 0 hours there were 0 T cells in 493 the cluster:
where the probability P k (t|i, t 0 ) was calculated using the basic model (see eqns. (1)- (2)) with initial (results not shown).
505
Parameter estimates of the model fitted to "longitudinal" (paths) data suggest that rates of entry 506 into the cluster and exit from the cluster are relatively small, and this appears to contradict the 507 formation of relatively large clusters already in 4 hours after T cell transfer ( Figure 6C) . Indeed, transfer (e.g., Table 3 for µ = 0.1/h).
512
The major caveat of this analysis is the assumption that the parameters determining T cell mice were infected with 3 × 10 5 GFP-expressing Py sporozoites. Twenty hours later 10 7 Py-specific activated CD8 T cells (PyTCR) were transferred into infected mice and livers of these mice were imaged using intravital microscopy between 4 to 12 hours later. In total 32 parasites were randomly chosen and number of T cells in 40 µm radius of the same parasites were counted at both times [29] . Panel B: significant increase in the median size of the cluster around Py-infected hepatocytes is observed in the first time period and there was a moderate increase in the median cluster size in the following 4-8 hours (Wilcoxon sum rank test). Thick red line shows change in the median number of T cells per parasite. In these experiments, 44% and 38% of all parasites did not have a single CD8 T cell nearby for first and last measurement of T cell clusters, respectively. Panel C: we plot the distribution of cluster sizes as predicted by the best fit model at different times after T cell cluster 4. The best fit model was a model assuming DD recruitment (eqns. (1)-(2)) with entry rates into the cluster being dependent on the time period (0-4h and 4-12h) but with the same exit rate during 12 hour period. is an indirect support for the "retention" model.
534
An alternative DD recruitment model is one in which recruitment rates into the cluster remain providing indirect support for the T cell-extrinsic mechanism of cluster formation (e.g., Figure 3 ).
577
These results suggested that data on clustering of Py-specific T cells alone may be insufficient to entry and exit rates cannot be large ( Figure S3 ). This is because when these rates are large, changes 608 in the cluster size in the 4-8 hour time period are highly variable with some clusters growing in size 609 exponentially while other clusters nearly disappearing (e.g., Figure S3C&F ). This, however, was not parasite recognize it. We also found a strong correlation between experimentally measured rates of
621
T cell entry into and exit from the clusters ( Figure S4 ) which may indicate that in addition to T 622 cell-intrinsic mechanisms of clustering, some parasites may be more "attractive" to T cells. Indeed,
623
none of our tested models could well explain the formation of extremely large T cell clusters around
624
Py-infected hepatocytes (e.g., with 15 or more T cells, see Figure 2B ) which could indicate the need 625 for future models to include both DD recruitment and variability in parasite's attractiveness.
626
In this paper we analyzed a number of different datasets that involve different cell types, different 627 experimental set-ups, and different mice. We found it encouraging that some of these datasets 628 were in a way "consistent". Specifically, we observed similar clustering of CD8 T cells in naive mice
629
( Figure 3A) , PT-treated PyTCR T cells (Figure 2B ), or activated OT1 T cells of irrelevant specificity
630
( Figure 4A ) and the random entry/exit model described these data with nearly identical parameters
631
(likelihood ratio test, χ active and passive immunizations (the latter involving transfer of pre-activated CD8 T cells).
637
In multiple analyses we found that a DI exit (retention) model did not describe well the clustering site may be complicated as our current analysis predicts that "attraction" seems to be present only 659 during the first 4 hours after T cell transfer ( Figure 6C-D) .
660
Our analysis has several potential limitations. The biggest issue is that by using numerical rates λ 0 and λ 1 in the DD recruitment model directly depend on the assumed exit rate µ (see Table   667 3) we showed that the likelihood of the model fit to data assuming a steady state or dynamics for 668 clusters at a given exit rate µ were nearly identical strongly suggesting that our results on best fit 669 models obtained assuming steady states are robust. However, the actual values of the entry and exit
670
rates cannot be found with certainty as these depend on the actual value of the assumed exit rate 671 (Table 3) .
672
Another complexity in the analysis comes from our finding that rates of T cell entry into the clustering data remain valid.
681
An important experimental limitation of our data is the way of how experiments were performed 682 whereby pre-activated T cells were transferred into mice that had been already infected with Plas-683 modium sporozoites (e.g., Figure 2A ). This sequence of events does not fully match the physiological suggests that it may be an artifact of the experimental system. Whether change in the experimental 687 protocol will lead to support of the same mathematical models of cluster formation remains to be 688 determined (and is the focus of our ongoing experiments and analyses). work is required to accurately quantify the number of T cells needed for protection.
714
Our results suggest that activated CD8 T cells of irrelevant specificities do not play a major role to investigate whether such a strategy is indeed evolutionarily advantageous.
731
It remains unclear how relevant our results are for T cell-mediated protection of humans against malaria. Because of the need of imaging i.v. injected sporozoites in the liver, large numbers of 733 parasites must be used. This is in contrast with very few sporozoites that humans are likely to be 734 exposed to when bit by infectious mosquitoes.
735
Taken together, here we illustrated the power of combining the use of detailed quantitative ex-perimental data with mathematical modeling, and limitations that come from inability to make being involved in data analyses and modeling, and modellers are cooperating with experimentalists 34. Kelemen, R., He, G., Woo, H., Lane, T., Rempe, C., Wang, J., Cockburn, I. A., Ganusov, V. 
Supplemental Information
Bias in clustering of Plasmodium-specific CD8 T cells and T cells of irrelevant specificity
In fitting mathematical models to data on co-clustering of PyTCR (Py-specific) and OT1 (OVAspecific) CD8 T cells we found slight bias in the number of PyTCR cells in a given cluster. Here we provide mathematical justification of this observation.
Defining the problem. The linear system of ODEs given in eqns. (1)- (2) can be written as follows:
where A(λ i,j , µ i,j ) is the probability transition matrix of time-independent entry and exit rate parameters λ i,j and µ i,j , respectively, and the subscript (i, j) denotes the number of PyTCR and OT1 cells of a given cluster, respectively, specific to the probabilities and rate parameters. Here, we consider the PyTCR density-dependent recruitment co-cluster model, where we assume that entry rates λ i,j of cell combinations (i, j) are time-constant, and both PyTCR and OT1 cells are attracted to a cluster depending on the density of PyTCR cells (type i) in the cluster, which is called the DD recruitment model. Thus, we can write λ i,j = λ 0 + iλ 1 ; where λ 0 and λ 1 are parameters. The exit rate µ i,j from a cluster are per-capita with respect to the particular cell density, i.e., µ i,j = iµ or µ i,j = jµ, where µ > 0 is a constant.
Defining θ 0 = λ 0 /µ, θ 1 = λ 1 /µ, we can write
Consider the solutions P n i,j of the above system of equations written in a matrix of size n × n ∈ , with the largest possible co-cluster size k max = n, i.e., max(i + j) = n, where i (i.e., PyTCR cells in a cluster) denotes the rows, and j (i.e., OT1 cells in a cluster) denotes the columns of the matrix. The previous results of fitting DD recruitment model to the data showed that probabilities P i,j of entries (i, j) for smaller j of the upper right triangle of the matrix are likely to be larger than their respective mirror entries (j, i) of the lower left triangle of the matrix, and in contrast, P i,j of entries (i, j) for larger j of the upper right triangle of the matrix are likely to be larger than their respective mirror entries (j, i) of the lower left triangle of the respective matrix. That is, the probabilities for smaller clusters to have a larger number of OT1 cells are greater, whereas the probabilities for larger clusters to have a larger number of PyTCR cells are greater. Here, we show the formation of this systematic bias in the DD recruitment model for P i,j solutions for both the steady state and time-evolving conditions. Explanation of bias for the system in steady state. Consider the system at steady state, i.e., where the rate of evolution of probabilities of all possible combinations of PyTCR and OT1 cells over time in the ODEs are zero. Thus, we get A(θ 0 , θ 1 )P i,j (t) = 0 for µ > 0. Note below that superscript n of P n i,j indicates the maximum cluster size of the matrix. I) Case n = 1 [i.e., max(i + j) = 1]. The steady state equations of the n = 2 matrix system are
Since θ 0 , θ 1 > 0, we get P Corollary I: Due to similarity of coeffcients between the linear equations (S.3) and (S.6) of a given system, regardless of the matrix size n, s.t., max(i + j) = n, with fixed rate parameters, P n 0,1 and P n 1,0 given by eq. ((S.6)) can be expressed as α n P 1 0,1 and α n P 1 1,0 , respectively, for any given α n P 1 0,0 of the eq. (S.3), where α n ∈ . Here, α n = 1/ P n i,j ∀(i, j) entries. Thus, the condition P n 1,0 < P n 0,1 holds true for every solution of a given system of size n. 
S2
Here, we get,
Since we can rewrite P 
Corollary III: It follows from Corollary I, in general, that for a given system of matrix size n = h + 1, i.e., max(i + j) = h + 1, the P h+1 k,l 's for max(i + j) = h − 1 are given as functions of entries P h k,l s.t., max(k + l) = h, multiplied by the factor α h+1 , where
.. P Thus, for the general case for matrix max(i + j) = h, comparing P . (S.14)
Here, the proportional contribution of P 2 1,0 on P 3 1,1 is greater than that by P 2 0,1 on P 3 1,1 , whereas, we also get that the proportion of exits from P Here, when h → ∞, the proportional contribution from the entries of P 2h h,h−1 and P 2h h−1,h of matrix n = 2h converges to a single value (constant). The convergence is also true for the proportionate exits from P 2h+1 h,h into the two entries P 2h h,h−1 and P 2h h−1,h . Thus, it follows that when h is larger, the flow of probability from PyTCR cells towards the cells with more OT1 cells converges to zero.
Any probabilities of mirror entries on either side of (h, h) entry of large h, we note that 
S4
As before, as h increases, the contribution of P h h+1,h−1 towards P h+1 h+1,h converges to that of P For any two mirror entries (i, j) and (j, i) for the case max(i + j) = 3 matrix, we can write is greater than that of P 2 0,2 towards P For the general case of the above special case, for any (k, l) and (l, k) entries, s.t. (l + k) = h, and l < k we get Thus, once the probability entries in the lower left triangle, i.e., where PyTCR cell numbers are higher, turn greater than those mirror entries in the upper right triangle, i.e., where OT1 cell numbers Figure S3 : Stochastic simulations of cluster formation suggest an upper limit on the rate of T cell exit from the clusters. We ran Gillespie simulations of the cluster formation assuming different constant (timeindependent) values for the entry rates into the cluster (λ 0 and λ 1 ) and exit rates from the cluster (µ) found by fitting the DD recruitment model to experimental data in Figure 6C -D. Three values of the exit rate were fixed: µ = 0.1/h (panels A&D), µ = 0.5/h (panels D&E), and µ = 3/h (panels C&F) and remaining parameters were estimated by fitting the model (eqns. (1)- (2)) to data ( Figure 2B ). These parameters are shown on individual panels. We simulated changes in cluster size for n = 10 3 parasites. Panels A-C show sample trajectories of cluster sizes of 20 of such simulations, and panels D-F show the change in the size of the cluster between 4 and 8 hours after start of simulation for all simulations (solid bars) or changes in cluster sizes as was observed in experimental data (dotted bars, see also Figure 6B ). These simulations indicate that at high exit rates (∼ µ = 1 − 3/h) and at high entry rates there are large fluctuations in the cluster sizes between 4 and 8 hours (panels C&F) which is not observed in experimental data. Thus, in the 4-8 hour time period exit and entry rates cannot be extremely large for the DD recruitment model to be consistent with experimental data. Furthermore, simulations with smaller rates (panels A&D) also indicate increase in the average cluster size over time (since λ 1 > µ) which is also not consistent with the change in cluster size at 4-8 hours post T cell transfer. Figure S4 : Experimentally measured rate of T cell exit from the cluster correlates with the rate of T cell entry into the cluster. We plotted the correlation between the experimentally measured number of T cells coming with a 40 µm radius of a given parasite per unit of time (entry rate, see Figure 6E ) and the number of T cells leaving a given cluster per unit of time (exit rate, see Figure 6F ) for n = 32 parasites. P-values were calculated using Spearman Rank correlation test (with correlation coefficient ρ indicated), and lines indicate trends of the correlation found using a linear regression. The statistical significance of the correlation is shown for all data (circles) or for data that excluded two potential outliers (triangles).
